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Telephone 
No.GERBARD 4424. 

'Telegraphic Addreaa 
“NULLIFIED, LONDON.” 

Messrs. GLENDINING & CO., Ltd. 
AUCTIONEERS, SURVEYORS, LAND & ESTATE AGENTS, 

No. 7 ARGYLL STREET, OXFORD CIRCUS, W. 1 

(Adjoining Oxford Cl mu* Tube Station). 

SALES BY AUCTION of PROPERTIES, GROUND RENTS and 
REVERSIONS held at the MART, E.C. 

BUSINESS PREMISES. HOUSES, FLATS, &c., To be Let or Sold. 
» 

VALUATIONS FOR PROBATE AND MORTGAGE PURPOSES. 
SPECIAL BRANCH for RAILWAY, SCHOOL BOARD and 
other COMPENSATION CLAIMS. 

SANITARY SURVEYS AND PLANS PREPARED. 

FURNITURE SALES held in Town or Country, and at their 
spacious Galleries at No. 7 ARGYLL STREET, W. 
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PROPERTIES SURVEYED and REPORTED ON in TOWN and 
COUNTRY. 

REGISTER OF PROPERTIES, SHOPS, FLATS, &c., in which 
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PARTICULARS OF FREEHOLD AND LEASEHOLD GROUND RENTS 
FOR SALE, MORTGAGES, etc., should be sent to Messrs. 
Glendining & Co., Ltd., who have always Clients waiting 
to invest in these classes of security,, 

Particulars of Properties, Shops, etc., sent Free on Application. 

FURNITURE, PICTURE, AND ART SALES are held periodically 
at the Galleries. 

No. 7 ARGYLL STREET, OXFORD CIRCUS, W. 1 
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Messrs. Glendining & Co., Limited, 

7 ARGYLL STREET, OXFORD CIRCUS, W. I. 

CATALOGUE 

of a 

CHOICE COLLECTION 

OF 

Coins of Charles I. 

For Sale by Auction 

AT OUR GALLERIES, 

7 ARGYLL STREET, OXFORD CIRCUS, W., 

ON 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 21st, 1919, 

AT 1.30 P.M. PRECISELY. 

On View Two Days prior and Mornings of Sale. 

PLEASE NOTE TIME AND PLACE OF SALE—1.30 P.M. 



CONDITIONS OF SALE. 

First.—The highest bidder to be the buyer ; and if any dis¬ 

pute arise between two or more bidders, the lot so 

in dispute shall be immediately put up again and 

resold, provided the auctioneer cannot decide the 

said dispute. 

Second.—No person to advance less than Is.; above five 

pounds, 5s.; and so on in proportion. 

Third.—In the case of lots upon which there is a reserve, the 

auctioneer shall have the right to bid on behalf of 

the seller. 

Fourth.—The purchasers to give in their names and places 

of abode, and to pay down 5s. in the pound, or more 

in part of payment, or the whole of the purchase- 

money, if required ; in default of which the lot or 

lots so purchased to be immediately put up again 

and resold. 

Fifth.—Each lot is guaranteed genuine, but should any lot 

prove to be a forgery, or wrongly described in 
the catalogue, the purchaser is at liberty to take 

or reject it, provided always that notice of such 

rejection be made and the lot returned within seven 

days from date of sale. This guarantee does not 

apply to mixed lots. 

Sixth.—To prevent inaccuracy in delivery, and inconvenience 

in the settlement of the purchases, no lot can on 

any account be removed during the time of sale, 

and the remainder of the purchase-money must 

absolutely be paid on the delivery. 

Seventh.—Upon failure of complying with the above con¬ 

ditions, the money deposited in part of payment shall 

be forfeited ; all lots uncleared within the time 

aforesaid shall be resold by public or private sale, 

and the deficiency (if any) attending such re-sale 

shall be made good by the defaulter at this sale. 

Eighth.—If any owner has placed a reserve on any lot, the 

auctioneers reserve to themselves the right to publish 

the fact and price at which it is reserved. 



CATALOGUE OF 
A CHOICE COLLECTION OF THE 

COINS OF CHARLES I. 
The property of a Member of the British Numismatic Society. 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 21st, 1919. 

AT HALF-PAST ONE PRECISELY. 

(5ol6. 
Lot. 

1 Three-Pound Piece : Oxford, 1642, m.m. plume on obv. only and 
reading mag. brit. fran. et. hi., Half-length figure of the 

King, holding vertical sword, to left, a plume behind him; 
rev. exvrgat., &c., with the famous “ Declaration ” in 

three wavy lines on a continuous scroll in the centre ; above 
it, hi. and three plumes ; beneath, the date 1642 ; rare and 

extremely fine except for a scratch on the obverse (PI. I.) 1 

Three-Pound Piece : Oxford, 1643, m.m. as the last piece, legend 
reading magn. brit. fran. et. hib., the King’s sword leaning 

slightly forward, the King’s figure larger and his olive-branch 

longer ; rev. nearly as before, but legi. instead of leg. ; very 
fine and rare 1 

Three-Pound Piece : Oxford, 1644, m.m. small plume, mag. bri. 

fra. et. hiber., large figure of the King, his crown dividing 

the inner circle ; rev. m.m. 5 pellets, legend, &c. in smaller 

lettering, oxon beneath the date ; very fine and very rare 

(PI. I.) 1 

4 Unite : Tower, Type 1 ; m.m. lis, mag. br. fr. et. hib. ; bust to 

left of the King in ruff collar ; rev. florent., &c. ; square- 

topped, garnished and crowned shield ; very fine 1 
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Unite : Tower, Type \a ; m.w. heart, ma. br. fr. et hib. ; smaller 

bust of the King, the lower portion breaking through the 

inner circle ; rev. almost as before ; very fine 1 

Unite : Tower ; similar type ; m.m. plume, legend has hi. instead 

of hib. ; very fine 1 

Unite : Tower ; similar ; m.m. castle, reading mag. bri. fr. et. 

hi. ; fine 1 

Unite : Tom ter ; similar type ; m.m. heart, reading ma. br. fr. 

et. hi. ; very fine 1 

Unite : Tower ; Type 2, m.m. plume, reading mag. brit. fr. et. 

hib. ; bust nearly as before, but scarcely breaking the inner 

circle ; rev. crowned, oval, garnished shield dividing c—R ; 

very fine, and of very neat work in the style of Briot, rare 1 

Unite : Tower ; Type 3 ; m.m. bell; mag. br. fr. et. hi. ; bust 

in falling lace collar and with long hair ; rev. oval crowned 

shield, dividing c—R, also crowned ; extremely fine and 
scarce (PI. I.) 1 

Unite: by Brict; m.m. (obv.) anemone and b. ; magn. britann. 

fran. et. hib., diamond stops, crowned bust to left ; rev. 

m.m. b. only, crowned shield dividing c—R crowned ; very 
fine and rare (PI. I.) 1 

Unite : Oxford, 1643 ; m.m. plume (obv. only) ; Type as the 

Treble Sovereign of this date, reading mag. br. fr. et. hiber. ; 

rev. exvrgat., &c., with Declaration in a continuous scroll 

in three lines ; above, three plumes ; beneath, the date 1643 ; 
very fine and rare (PI. I.) 1 

Another : similar date and type but the Reverse is from a different 

die ; the letters of the Declaration being larger and with the 

inner circle and outlines of the scroll beaded ; fine and rare 1 

Unite : Oxford, 1644 ; m.m. plume (obv. only) ; mag. br. fr. et. 

hi. ; diamond stops ; rev. Three small plumes above the 

Declaration, and, beneath, -1®44-' diamond stops as on obverse, 

and one each side of the date ; very fine and rare (PI. I.) 1 

Half Uniie : Tower ; Type 1 ; m.m. lis; Type as the Unite, 
reading mag. brit. fran. et. hib. ; crowned bust in ruff to 

left ; rev.- cvltores, &c., crowned shield ; fine, scarce 1 

Half Unite : Tower ; Type 1 a ; m.m. plume ; ma. br. fr. et. hi. ; 

type as the Unite (la) in lot 5 ; very fine and scarce 1 
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Half Unite : Tower ; Type 3 ; m.m. crown ; legend as the last ; 
type as Unite in Lot 10 ; very fine and scarce 1 

Crown : Tower ; Type 1 ; m.m. lis ; mag. br. fr. et. hi. ; rev. 
square-topped shield, crowned 

Another : Type 1 a ; similar to the Half Unite ; m.m. negro’s head ; 
both fine and scarce 2 

Silver. 

Twenty-Shilling Piece : Oxford, 1642 ; m.m. (obv.) plume, reading 
magni. britani. franc, et. hiber., &c. ; small equestrian 

figure of the King riding slowly, with sword drawn, over 

battle-field which is strewn with accoutrements and weapons ; 

a plume behind him ; rev. m.m. Group of seven pellets ; 

exvrgat. devs., &c. ; the Declaration in two lines ; above, 
.xx. and three Oxford plumes ; below, the date (Hks. No. 1) ; 
very fine and rare (PI. S.) 

Twenty-Shilling Piece : Oxford-Shrewsbury, 1642 ; m.m. (obv.) 
plume ; mag. brit. fra. et. hiber, &c. ; larger equestrian 

figure of the King and of good execution ; rev. group of two 

pellets ; struck from a Shrewsbury die, the plumes of different 
form ; angl. (Hks. No. 4) ; extremely fine and very rare (PI. I.) 

1 

Twenty-Shilling Piece : Oxford, 1643 ; m.m. (obv.) plume ; read¬ 
ing magni. britani. fran. et. hib., small equestrian figure 

of the King, a cannon depicted amongst the arms beneath the 

horse ; rev. m.m. seven pellets ; probably from the same die 

as used for coin in Lot 19, but this has the date officially 

altered to 1643 ; (Hks. No. 6) ; very fine and rare (PI. I.) 1 

Twenty-Shilling Piece : Shrewsbury, 1642; m.m. (obv.) five pellets ; 
mag. brit. fra. et. hib., &c. ; the King on poorly formed 

horse ; no ground beneath ; rev. m.m. five pellets ; Shrews¬ 

bury-type plumes in both sides, the figures forming the date 
wide apart ; (Hks. No. 1) ; very fine and rare (PI. I.) 1 

Ten-Shilling Piece: Oxford-Shrewsbury, 1642; m.m. (obv). 

plume, type as the Twenty-Shilling Piece ; magn. brit. 

fran. et. hib. ; arms, &c., but no cannon ; rev. from Shrews¬ 

bury die, no m.m. (cf. Hks. No. 1) ; this variety seems un¬ 

accountably to have passed unnoticed by Hawkins (p. 323) ; 
very fine and rare (PI. ||.) 
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) 24 Ten-Shilling Piece: Oxford, 1642; obv. apparently from the 

same die as the last coin ; rev. Oxford type, m.m. seven 

pellets (Hks. No. 1.) ; fine and rare, but has been slightly 

tooled 1 

15 - 
25 Another : similar mint, date and type, and apparently from the 

same dies as the last piece ; extremely fine and rare 1 

10 > 0 26 Ten-Shilling Piece : Oxford, 1643 ; m.m. (obv.) plume, from the 

same die as the obverses of the previous two coins ; rev. 

m.m. four pellets (Hks. No. 2) ; extremely fine and rare 1 

f)‘ • 0 27 Ten-Shilling Piece : Shrewsbury, 1642 ; m.m. (obv.) plume with¬ 
out crown or band ; reading MAG. brit. fran. et. hi. ; eques¬ 

trian figure and arms nearly as before, but plume behind the 

King omitted ; rev. no m.m., Shrewsbury plumes with crown 
as base (Hks. No. 3) ; very fine and rare (PI. II.) 1 

0 . q 28 Ten-Shilling Piece : Shrewsbury, 1642 ; m.m. (obv.) nine pellets ; 
mag. bri. fra. et. hib. ; larger horse, no ground, plume 

behind the King ; rev. m.m. four pellets ; angl. and parl. ; 

large plumes above the Declaration (Hks. No. 1 var.) ; very 

fine and very rare (PI. II.) 1 

(if * 0 29 Ten-Shilling Piece: Shrewsbury, 1642; m.m. (obv.) two pellets; 

mag. brit. fran. et. hib. (two pellets after rex) ; smaller 

equestrian figure, a single line denoting the ground, no arms, 

plume behind the King ; rev. no m.m. ; ang. and par. ; 

smaller plumes (cf. Hks. No. 2) ; unpublished variety ; fine 
and extremely rare 1 

jf • 0 30 Crown : Tower ; Type 1 a ; m.m. lis, reading (obv.) mag. brit. 

fra. et. hib. ; the King, on richly caparisoned horse, a plume 

on its head and crupper ; rev. christo, &c. ; shield upon 

cross fleuree (Rud. XVIII., 1 var.) ; extremely fine and rare 

(PI. II.) 1 

r 
fj , 0 31 Another : similar type and m.m., but reading bri. instead of brit. ; 

rev. christo, divided at chri instead of at chris ; extremely 
fine and rare 1 

if. 0 32 Another : similar, and also with bri., otherwise as coin in Lot 30 ; 
rev. chris—to, &c. ; very fine and rare 1 

33 Another : similar type, m.m. Cross Calvary ; mag. bri. fra. et. 

hib: rev. chri—sto, &c. ; fine, the mint-mark scarce 1 10' o 
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Crown : Tower ; Type 2a ; m.m. harp ; smaller horse, plume on 

its head only ; rev. oval garnished shield upon cross ; above 
the shield, c—R (Hks. 474 var.) ; fine and scarce 1 

Crown : Tower ; Type 2b ; m.m. rose over plume ; obv. as the 
last ; rev. large plume above the oval shield, dividing c—R 
(Rud. XVIIL, 2) ; fine and scarce 1 

Another : similar type and m.m., but with five pellets (instead of 
seven), each side of avspice ; rather fine, scarce 1 

Another : similar type ; m.m. plume, as the last, but with five 

pellets (instead of seven) after rex. ; very fine and scarce 1 

Crown : Tower ; Type 3a ; m m. bell ; mag. br. fr. et. hib. ; 

heavily formed horse, its head low ; rev. large, oval garnished 

shield, four elongated stops each side of m.m. ; extremity 
fine and rare (PI. II.) 1 

Another : similar type ; m.m. anchor horizontal ; fine and rare 1 

Crown : Tower ; Type 3b ; m.m. tun; mag. br. fr. et. hi. ; obv. 

as previously ; rev. large plume above the oval shield (Rud. 
XVIIL, 3) ; fine, and a scarce type 1 

Crown : Tower ; Type 4 ; m.m. eye ; bri. fra. et. hib. ; the 

horse foreshortened ; rev. oval, garnished shield (Rud. XVIII., 
4) ; extremely fine and rare (PI. II.) 1 

Another : similar type ; m.m. sun ; very fine and scarce 1 

Another : similar type and m.m. ; fine and scarce, with a dark 
tone i 

Crown : Tower ; Type 5 ; m.m. sun ; obv. large well-executed 

equestrian figure of the King, his sword piercing through 

the inner circle (Rud. XVIIL, 7); very fine and scarce (PI. II.) 1 

Crown : Exeter ; Type 1 ; m.m. rose, undated ; mag. brit. fra. 

et. hi. ; the King in profile, upon heavy horse ; rev. oval 
garnished shield (Hks. 478) ; very fine and scarce (PI. 11.) 1 

Crown : Exeter ; Type 2 ; m.m. rose, undated ; bri. instead of 

brit. ; the King partly turned towards the spectator, his 
sash tied in a large bow behind him ; the horse less clum y ; 

rev. nearly as before (Rud. Supp. V., 21) ; very fine, scarce ' 1 

Crown . Exeter ; Type 3 ; 1644 ; m.m. rose ; excepting being 

dated type as the last coin ; the date at end of legend on 

reverse (Rud. XVIIL, 6) ; e .iremely fine and rare (PI. II.) 1 
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Crown : Exeter ; Type 7, 1645 ; m.ra. castle, similar type to the 

two last Crowns except that the King’s sash is not tied in a 

bow (Hks. 480) ; very fine and scarce 1 

Crown : Oxford-Shrewsbury, 1642 ; no m.m. ; obverse from the 

Shrewsbury die,, single line beneath the horse ; mag. brit. 

fran. et. hiber. ; rev. from the Oxford die, .V. above the 

Declaration (Hks. 481) ; very fine and rare 1 

Another : similar, but dated 1643, and with m.m. seven pellets in 

reverse ; extremely fine and rare (PI. II.) 1 

Another : similar type and date •; but with three pellets only 

(probably struck with five) for m.m. ; very fine and rare 1 

Crown : Oxford, 1643 ; m.m. (obv.) plume ; hi. for hiber. ; Oxford 

type both sides ; rev. m.m. seven pellets and from the same 

die as reverse of coin in Lot 50 (Rud. XXIII., 6, var.) ; very 

fine and rare 1 

Crown : Shrewsbury, 1642 ; m.m. (obv.) two pellets ; mag. brit. 

fran. et. hib. ; rather small equestrian figure of the King ; 

single ground-line beneath ; rev. no m.m., plumes of Shrews¬ 

bury form, with crown base ; fine, and a very rare variety 

(PI. II.) 1 

Hfalf-(Trowus. 

Tower, Type 1 a ; m.m. lis, reading mag. bri. fra. et. hi. ; plume 

upon horse’s head and crupper ; rev. square shield, garnished 

(Rud. XIX., 1) ; very fine and rare 1 

Another : similar type and m.m., but reading br. and fr. ; fine 

and scarce 1 

Another : similar m.m. and type, except that the housings are 

decorated with a crowned rose instead of the usual scroll¬ 

work ; mag. bri. fr. et. hi. ; extremely fine and a rare variety. 

(PI. III.) 1 

Tower : Type 2a, m.m. plume ; plume upon horse’s head only, the 

housings marked with a broad cross ; rev. oval, garnished 

shield; . c.—. r . above (Rud. XIX., 5) ; extremely fine arid 

scarce (PI. III.) 1 

Tower : Type 2c ; m.m. portcullis ; obverse as the preceding coin ; 

rev. oval, garnished shield dividing c—r (Hks. 482) ; very 
fine and scarce (PI. III.) 1 
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Others (2), similar type ; m.m. harp ; reading (a) brit. fra. et. 

hib. ; and (b) br. fr. et. hib. respectively (Hks. 482) ; both 

very fine and scarce 2 

Tower : Type 3a ; horse without plume or any other trappings ; 

rev. oval garnished shield ; m.m.’s crown (2 varieties), triangle, 

sun, star (five coins) ; all fine to well preserved 5 

Others (5) ; similar type, with m.m.’s tun, (p), bell, triangle-in 

circle, and eye ; chiefly fine, some scarce 5 

Aberystwith ; m.m. open book, a plume behind the king ; mag. 

brit. fra. et. hi. ; rev. christo., &c., oval garnished shield, 

plume above (Rud. XX., 14) (PI. III.) 

Chester, 1644 ; m.m. (obv.) three gerbs (the central one is however, 

uncertain) ; equestrian figure of the King to left ; rev. m.m. 

plume; Declaration type, with date, .1.6.4.4., beneath 

(Hks. 486) ; very fine and extremely rare (PI. III.) 1 

Exeter , undated ; m.m. rose ; reading mag. br. fr. et. hi. ; 

equestrian figure of the King to left, his sword sloping forwards, 

ground beneath ; rev. oval, garnished shield ; unpublished 

variety ; very fine and rare 1 

Exeter, undated ; m.m. rose ; ma. br. fra. et. hib. ; the King 

turned partly towards the spectator, his sash tied in a large 

bow ; no ground ; rev. as before ; extremely fine, also un¬ 
published and rare 1 

Exeter, 1644 ; m.m. rose ; fr. and hi. ; the King nearly as de¬ 

picted upon the last piece, his scarf not tied, but blown by the 

wind ; the horse’s tail twisted ; rev. date at end of legend 

(Hks. 489) ; very fine and rare 1 

Exeter, 1644 ; m.m. rose ; reading m. br. fr. et. hi. ; profile 

equestrian figure of the King ; rev. the date divided by the 

mint-mark (Hks. No. 7) ; extremely fine and very rare (PI. III.) 
1 

Exeter, 1645 ; m.m. (obv.), rose ; obv. as obverse of coin in Lot 66 ; 

rev. m.m. castle, the date at end of the legend (Hks. No. 11) ; 

extremely fine and very rare (PI. III.) 1 

Exeter, 1645 ; m.m. (obv.) rose ; obverse exactly as the last coin 

(and Lot 66) ; rev. m.m. Ex, date at end of the legend (Hks. 
No. 13) ; extremely fine and very rare (PI. III.) 1 
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0 » 0 70 Hartlebury Castle (Worcester) ; m.m. (obv.) single pear, the 

King, equestrian, to left ; rev. m.m. three pears, nearly cir¬ 

cular shield, decorated with (apparently) monograms of 

H-c, in the garnitur ; and at the foot of the shield H-c in 

Roman letters (Rud. XXVI., 1 ; Hks. 494) ; very fine and 

very rare (PI. II!.) 1 

/« 

/0 » 

0 71 Oxford 1642 ; m.m. plume (obv. only) ; mag. brit. fr. et. hib. ; 

equestrian figure, the horse large, ground-line beneath, plume 

behind the head ; rev. Declaration, &c. ; very fine, unpub¬ 

lished variety (cf. Hks. p. 329, Nos. 1 and 2) ; very rare (PI. Ml.) 1 

0 72 Oxford-Bristol, 1643 ; no m.m. ; mag. brit. fr. et. hib. ; from 

the same die apparently as one of the Half-Crowns in the next 

lot, ground-line beneath horse ; rev. m.m. br. (rather indis¬ 

tinct) ; from the Bristol die, the Declaration reading (top 

line) relig. prot., (lower line) le. an. li. pa. (See Hks. 485, 

. for this reverse) ; fine, unpublished, very rare 1 

^ 73 Oxford, 1643 ; obv. as the last piece and probably from the same 

die ; rev. three large plumes ; relig. pro. le. an. li. pa. ; 

m.m. cross of five pellets (Hks. No. 4) well preserved 

Another, similar obv. but reads hi. for hib. ; rev. m.m. two pellets ; 

(top line) relig. prot. leg. ; (lower line) ang. liber, par. ; 

smaller plumes (Hks. No. 3, var.) ; fine and scarce 2 

0 ' 0 74 Oxford, 1643 ; m.m. (obv. only) plume ; legend as on first coin in 

last lot ; no ground; rev. as th second piece in last lot 

(Hks. No. 5) very fine ; another, m.m. plume (obv. only) 

small horse, ground with grass, mag. br. fr. et. hib. ; 

rev. m.m. two pellets ; pa for par ; very fine and appears to 

be unpublished 2 

i Q 75 Oxford, 1644 (a) m.m. (obv.) plume, legend as in last described coin ; 

small horse, little ground ; rev. m.m. five diamond pellets, 

relig. pro. le / ang. lib. par ; one large and two small 

plumes above ; beneath, -1®44- diamond stops (Hks. No. 13) ; 

fine. Another, 1644, m.m. plume on obverse, type nearly 

as the preceding coin, but the ground is grassy ; rev. m.m. 

rosette, plumes as before, but each side of the date is a small 

plume ; ox beneath (Hks. 14, var.) ; fine, a very rare variety 2 

76 Oxford, 1646, m.m. (obv.) plume ; brit. fran. et. hib. ; small 

horse, ground ; rev. m.m. five pellets, leg. and liber. ; plumes 

equi-sized ; beneath, '£46 (Hks. No. 24); extremely fine,, 

rare (illustrated) 
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Another : o&v. as last coin ; m;. m.m. five pellets, pellet before 

and after each plume and each figure of date, and before and 
after . ox . ; very fine (Hks. No. 26) (PI. III.) 2 

Salisbury : m.m. lis (both sides) ; large equestrian figure of the 

King, the mane of his horse flowing in front of the animal’s 

chest ; rev. christo., &c. ; oval shield, crowned ; fine and 
very rare. Another, Shrewsbury-Oxford, 1642; m.m. 

(obv.) plume without bands or crown ; mag. brit. fr. et. 

hib. ; large horse, ground-line beneath ; rev. Oxford type ; 

well preserved, rare 2 

X ' 078 
Shrewsbury-Aberystwith, 1642 ; m.m. (obv. only) six pellets ; 

mag. bri. fra. et. hib. ; well-formed equestrian figure of the 

King, his scarf flowing in the wind behind him ; no ground, 

the plume of the peculiar Aberystwith type, the crown being 

narrowed very much at the base ; rev. Shrewsbury type, 

no m.m. ; relig. prot. leg. / ang. liber, par. ; plumes 
(Shrewsbury pattern) very wide apart (Hks. p. 332, No. 2) 
very fine and extremely rare (PI. III.) 1 

t ■ t> 79 
Shrewsbury, 1642 ; no m.m. on obverse ; mag. br. fran. et. 

hib. ; horse of larger but clumsier form ; Aberystwith plume 
behind the King, ground-line beneath ; rev. m.m. group of 

nine pellets; relig. prot. leg. / angl. liber, parl ; three 

equi-sized, large Shrewsbury plumes above ; very fine, unpub¬ 
lished, very rare (PI. III.) 1 
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 Weymouth, m.m. (obv. only) castle ; mag. brit. fran. et. hib. 

(annulet stops both sides), w and grass beneath the horse ; 

rev. square-topped garnished shield, crowned, the interior 
of crown diapered ; fine, unpublished, very rare (PI. III.) 1 

b 81 Weymouth, m.m. castle (?) ; mag. brit. fran. et. hib. ; the 

King on heavy horse, no ground ; rev. star after christo and 

avspice, large oval crowned shield decorated with lis and 

drapery (Hks. 500) ; very fine though slightly corroded, rare 1 

ff , 0 82 
Weymouth, m.m. rosette (obv. only) ; mag. bri. fra. et. hib. 

smaller horse, ground beneath ; rev. rosette after christo 

and avspice, crowned shield, with embellishments nearly as 
on the previous coin, but the crown is larger (Hks. p. 336, 
No. 9) ; fine and rare 1 

CO
 

00 York, m.m. lion ; mag. brit. fran. et. hib. (diamond stops), ebor 

beneath the horse ; rev. oval garnished and crowned shield, 

dividing c — r, crowned, a floral spray after christo, and a 

longer spray after avspice ; extremely fine and scarce 1 
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Another, o&v. as the preceding ; rew. floral spray before and after 

avspice ; the end of each spray turned towards that word ; 

square-topped, crowned shield div ding c — R crowned 

(Hks. 496) ; extremely fine and rare (PI. III.) 1 

Another, similar obverse ; rev. small floral spray each side of 

avspice and each turned towards that word ; oval crowned 

shield dividing c — R crowned ; extremely fine and scarce 1 

Another, similar obverse ; rev. large floral spray each side of 

avspice and each turned from it ; very fine and scarce 

Another, similar obverse ; rev. oval crowned shield, heavily 

garnished with lionskin and scroll-work ; fine and rare 2 

Another, m.m. lion ; reading mag. bri. fr. et. hi. ; smaller horse, 

ebor omitted ; rev. m.m. lion and four pellets ; nearly cir¬ 

cular shield, uncrowned; well preserved, a rare variety. 

Another, of somewhat base silver, hib. ; ebor (nearly erased) 

beneath the horse ; rev. m.m. lion and four pellets, shield as 

the last piece ; well preserved 2 

Another, obv. as that of the first coin in the preceding lot; rev. 

m.m. lion, nearly circular garnished uncrowned shield ; very 

fine and rare 1 

Sfyillin^s. 
Tower, Type 1 ; m.m. lis ; fine. Another, Type 2a, ; m.m. rose ; 

rev. oval shield, c —r above ; very fine and scarce. Another, 

m.m. plume ; fine and scarce 3 

Tower, Type 2b ; m.m. plume, type nearly as before, but the shield 

is plumed, the plume dividing c — r ; very fine and rare. 

Another, similar, m.m. rose ; fine and rare 2 

Tower, Type 3 ; m.m. portcullis ; obv. bust with hair long, and 

falling collar ; rev. oval shield, c — r at sides ; fine. Another, 

similar, m.m. harp ; very fine, scarce. Others (4) of Type 3a, 

rev. oval shield and without C — r ; with mint-marks, crown 

(3 varieties) and tun ; all well preserved 6 

Tower, Type 4 ; with rev. square shield ; m.m. horizontal anchor ; 

vertical anchor on obv. horizontal on rev. ; triangle, tun (2 

varieties), sceptre, and one with m.m. (obv.) helmet and (rev.) 

anchor ; all fine except the last 7 

Tower, similar type; m.m. triangle; very fine. m.m. anchor 

vertical; very fine. m.m. anchor horizontal ; extremely 

fine. m.m. sceptre, larger bust than usual ; extremely fine ; 

the last two illustrated (PI. IV.) 4 
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Briot’s mintage, m.m. anchor and b. Another, 7n.m. anchor 

only, both (especially the last, illustrated) very fine and rare 

(PI. IV.) 2 

Aberystwith, m.m. open book ; obv. large plume in front of the 
King’s bust and XII behind it ; rev. oval, plumed shield 

(Hks. 518) ; very fine and rare (PI. IV.) 1 

Another, similar m.m. ; no inner circle to obv. ; smaller plume and 

numerals ; very fine, rare (PI. IV.) 1 

Others (2), nearly similar, but differing slightly ; well preserved 2 

Others (2) with inner beaded circle, both sides, and with larger 

plumes and numerals ; both nearly fine 2 

Aberystwith, m.m. open book of crude form, rough bust of the 

King of small size ; rev. also roughly struck ; extremely fine ; 

a curious piece and unpublished 1 

Exeter, 1644 ; m.m. rose ; rev. oval garnished shield, the mint- 

mark dividing the date (Hks. 520) ; very fine and rare (PI. IV.) 
1 

Another, 1644 ; type and m.m. as before, but the date is at the 

end of the legend on reverse (Rud. XXV., 6) ; very fine and 

rare 1 

Another, 1644 ; m.m., &c. as before, but the date at end of the 

reverse legend is in smaller numerals ; fine and rare 1 

Another, 1645 ; m.m. as before (Hks. No. 5) ; rev. shield of more 

circular form and slightly larger than on the two preceding 

coins (cf. Hks. p. 345, No. 7) ; very fine and rare (PI. IV.) 1 

Pontefract Castle, 1648 ; diamond-shaped, obv. front view of 

the Castle ; at sides obs. and a hand holding drawn sword ; 

above, P c and flag ; beneath, the date ; rev. dvm. spiro. 

spero., surrounded by a spiked defensive chain ; in centre 

c.R beneath a crown ; very fine and rare (PI. IV.) 1 

Another, 1648, octagonal (struck after the death of the King) ; 

obv. CAROLS. 11. D. G. mag. B. f. et. h. rex. ; in centre, in three 

lines beneath a crown, hanc. de / vs. dedit / 1648 ; rev. post, 

mortem, patris. pro. filio ; view of the castle front; at 

sides, obs and the mouth of a cannon ; above, P.c. and flag 

flying (Rud. XXIX., 13) ; extremely fine and rare (PI. IV,) 1 

York, m.m. lion ; obv. crowned bust to left ; behind him, xn. ; 

rev Christo., &c., crowned shield, garnished with lionskin 

and scrollwork, ebor beneath (Rud. XXL, 5) ; extremely 

fine and rare (PI. IV.) 1 
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Sixpences. 
Tower, 1625, Type 1 ; m.m. lis ; very fine. Others (2), Type 2a ; 

m.m. plume, legends differing ; rev. oval shield, c — r above ; 

one very fine. Another, Type 2b, m.m. plume ; rev. plume 

over shield ; fine and very rare (illustrated) (PI. IV.) 4 

Tower, Type 4 ; rev. square-topped shield ; m.m.’s triangle, sceptre ; 

both very fine (both illustrated). Also m.m.’s anchor vertical, 

and anchor horizontal ; both very fine. Also Bnot's Sixpence, 

m.m. flower and b.; extremely fine and scarce 5 

Aberystwith, m.m. crown, both sides ; small plume before, vi 

behind the King’s bust ; rev. small oval garnished shield, 

surmounted by plume ; well preserved, of highest rarity and 

only known from Snelling’s MS note (PI. IV.) 1 

***From the Montagu and Roth cabinets. 

Another, m.m. book ; usual type ; rev. larger shield, plume above 

it ; very fine. Others (2), Oxford-Shrewsbury, 1643 (mg 

and mag) ; rev. Declaration type ; both fine and scarce 3 

Exeter, 1644, m.m. rose ; the date divided by the mint-mark 

(Rud. XXV., 7) ; very fine and rare (PI. IV.) 1 

York, m.m. lion ; type as the Shilling (Lot 106) but rev. oval 

crowned shield dividing c — R crowned [Rud. XXI., 2); 

extremely fine and very rare (PI. IV.) 1 

(&roats ct Unfra* 
Aberystwith, Groats (4) ; m.m. book, one reading br. fr. and hi. 

instead of (as usually) b.f. and H. ; all fine or very fine 4 

Aberystwith, Groat, m.m. crown, both sides ; mag. bri. fra. et. 

hib. ; smaller bust and plume ; rev. small shield with plume 

and coronet above (Snell 10, 28) ; very fine and very rare 

(PI. IV.) " 1 

Exeter, Groat, 1644, m.m. rose, the date at beginning of the ob¬ 

verse legend ; rev. nearly circular shield, garnished (Rud. 

XXV., 8) ; very fine, rare. Aberystwith Threepence, m.m 

crown, mag. br. fr. et. hi. ; type as the Groat (Lot 114) , 

rev. small oval shield, plumed ( Hks. 540) ; fine arid very rare 2 

Oxford Groat, 1644, by Rawlins ; obv. large bust ; no m.m. ; no 

inner circle ; r beneath the bust ; rev. Declaration type, 

beaded nner circle, ox beneath the date ; very fine and rare. 

Another, 1645, no m.m. ; large bust ; rev. single plume, scrolls 

divided by 0 (for ox), beneath (Hks. 537) ; extremely fine 

and rare (both illustrated) (PI. IV.) 2 



Others (2), 1644 ; one with m.m. floral cross (obv.) and on rev. ox 
beneath the date ( Hks. 536) ; the other has no m.m., omits ox, 
and has 3 equi-sized plumes ; both very fine. Another, by 

Rawlins, 1646, large bust, no inner circle either side, R. beneath 
the bust ; rev. Declaration enclosed in scroll compartment, 

lion’s head and single plume above (Hks. No. 10 and Snell. XL, 
15) ; fine and rare 3 

Exeter Threepence, 1644, m.m. rose ; date above the square shield 

on reverse (Hks. 541) ; extremely fine and rare (illustrated). 

Others (2) of Aberystwith, usual type ; very fine (PI. IV.) 
3 

Oxford Threepences (2), 1644, 1646; the date oi the latter offi¬ 
cially altered from 1644 ; the first coin very fine. Salisbury, 

Threepence, m.m. lis, both sides ; m. b. f. et. h. ; rough bust 
of the King to left, crowned:; rev. Christo., &c. oval gar¬ 

nished shield (Hks. p. 357, No. 4) ; fine and very rare (illus¬ 
trated) (PI. IV.) 3 

York Threepence, m.m. lion ; usual type, but struck upon an 

octagonal flan ; fine, an extremely rare variety (illustrated). 

Another, similar, but of the usual round form ; very fine. 

Also Pattern Half-Groat by Briot; obv. bust to right, head 
bare ; rev. OC beneath a crown, fidei defensor ; b. beneath ; 
fine and scarce (PI. IV.) 3 

Half-Groat, by Briot ; b beneath the bust ; extremely fine and scarce. 

Another, Tower mint, m.m. harp ; rev. oval shield, dividing 

c — r ; remarkably fine (both illustrated). Also an Aberyst¬ 
with Penny, m.m. book ; very fine (PI. IV.) 3 

Aberystwith Half-Groat, m.m. book, both sides, no inner circles ; 
rev. large plume. Another, m.m. (obv.) cross, (rev.) plume, 

wire-line inner circle to obverse, beaded circle to reverse. 
Penny, m.m. book, both sides ; obv. crowned bust, ; rev. plume ; 

beaded inner circles both sides, rare ; all fine (and all illus¬ 
trated) (PI. IV.) 3 

Aberystwith, Half-Groat, m.m. book, with inner circles. Penny, 
m.m. (obv.) crown, (rev.) four pellets ; extremely rare, fine. 
Also a Briot’s Penny, mint state " 3 

Tower Half-Groat, first type, crowned rose each side ; m.m. lis. 

Others (4) of various types, with harp, rose, plume and port¬ 

cullis mint-marks ; and Pennies (2) m.m. plume and single 
pellet, respectively. All fine and scarce 7 

Tower, Half-Groais (10), various mint-marks ; chiefly in fine 
state and scarce 10 

A similar lot ; equally good and scarce 10 

END OF SALE. 
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THE ARGYLL GALLERY 

-NOTICE.- 

WEEKLY SALES 
-OF- 

COINS, WAR MEDALS AND DECORATIONS, 

FINE ART AND BRIC-A-BRAC, AND 

JAPANESE AND OTHER ORIENTAL 

FINE ART PROPERTY, AND 

; MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS : 

AUCTION SALES 
Of Postage Stamps are held on alternate Tuesdays & 
Wednesdays each Month throughout the Season. 

NEXT SALE . May 27th & 28th, 1919. 
-**- 

Engravings, Pictures, Plate, Jewellery, &c. 

NEXT SALE ... ... ... Will be duly advertised. 

Violins and Musical Instruments. 
NEXT SALE ... ... ... Will be duly advertised. 

Coins and Medals. 
NEXT SALE . May 22nd & 23rd, 1919. 

Oriental Art. 
NEXT SALE. June 8th & 9th, 1919. 

Open daily for the reception of Fine Art Property, 
Jewellery, Plate, China, Coins, Medals, Stamps, &c. 

Particulars of these Sales will be found advertised every Saturday in the 
" Times/’ " Daily Telegraph,” and “ Morning Post.” 

VALUATIONS MADE FOR PROBATE AND FIRE INSURANCE. 
TERMS ON APPLICATION 



Messrs. GLENDINING & CO., Ltd. 
CONDUCT AUCTION SALES OF 

SILVER, JEWELLERY, ANTIQUE 

FURNITURE, VIOLINS. 

TX>ar anb Commemorative QTlebaCs, 

Coins, (postage Stamps, Jute @rf 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■—ETC.———^—11^1 

WEEKLY THROUGHOUT THE SEASON. 

■' ♦ 

PRICED CATALOGUES 2/> each, post free. 

CASH ADVANCES, IF REQUIRED, 
ON LOTS SENT IN FOR 

ABSOLUTE SALE. 

Lots to be Included in these Sales 

should be sent in as soon as possible. 

-- 

PROMPT SETTLEMENTS. 

GLENDINING & CO., Ltd. 
7 ARGYLL STREET, OXFORD CIRCUS. W. 1. 

Riddle, Smith A Duffcs, 23 College Hill, E.C. 4, and Forest Hill, S.E. 23. 
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